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bringing light and happiness—the thought is Rita's,
not Allmers'—to the coming generation. The spirit
of little Eyolf shall be with them in the heavy work
that lies before them. " Whither", asks Rita,
"shall we look, Alfred?" "Upwards/' "Yes,
yes, upwards." " Upwards to the heights; to the
stars ; and to the great stillness." Such an activity
may bring no resplendent happiness—it is difficult
to believe, as we have seen, that it could have brought
much to Ellida Wangel; but it does not, at least,
like Rosmer's dream of a nobler humanity, bring
death. The sin of excess of passion in Rita, of defect
of it in Allmers, is atoned for; the half-mast flag
before the house is hauled up. And there are not many
of Ibsen's dramas which end with the flag flying from
the mast-head.
Little Eyolf had been a summer drama, even if,
long before its close, its summer had merged into
autumn. Its successor, John Gabriel Borkman> pub-
lished in December 1894, is a winter's tale. A
winter tragedy—a tragedy of the avenging past, of a
powerless struggle to live the past down. Here, no
law of change brings a gleam of hope; no possi-
bility is afforded to these fate-bound mortals to atone.
In Uttle Eyolf the dead past had been allowed to bury
its dead ; here the past refuses to die. Not a shimmer
of light or the joy of life penetrates into this melan-
choly picture of broken lives; no warmth tempers
the bitter cold of its eternal snow, its frozen hearts.
John Gabriel Workman is an infinitely stormy tragedy;
and in its bloodless, symbolic way, it is unquestion-
ably one of Ibsen's greatest,
The theme harks back to the very first of Ibsen's
modern dramas. Borkman, the great banker, who
has committed default and spent years in prison,
is a " pillar of society " ; a Bernick grown to gigantic,
imposing stature ; and, at the close, no trivial theatri-
cal conversion dims his tragic greatness. A man of
dominating will, he has the courage of his crime>

